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Greater than the sum...
Typically Tai Chi practitioners learn a basic solo barehand routine, a weapon, 
usually straightsword, and perhaps a few traditional push hands drills which are 
augmented by freestyle fixed step push hands practice. While this is certainly 
enough to give a recreational practitioner a general sense of the art, it might be 
questioned whether a deeper and fuller experience and understanding could be 
accomplished through a more complete curriculum. After all, one would not 
attend university to become a physician and only take preferred courses.

There is an inherent logic in the structure of all traditional martial arts systems, 
which, depending on the style, is designed to take the practitioner through a full 
range of experiences and give them a complete skill set. From this perspective it 
might even be argued that a full understanding of early items in the curriculum is 
not really achieved until one has completed the whole training. In this important 
sense, the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.

For example, it is difficult, if not impossible, to truly understand a basic solo 
barehand form without studying push hands and the applications of that form. 
Also it is not really likely that one will achieve a high skill level in push hands by 
foregoing traditional studies and only practicing freestyle. Similarly, fixed-step 
push hands practices are deepened by an understanding of moving-step drills and 
barehand training is greatly enhanced by the study of weapons drills. 

The relationships between solo and partner work, barehand and weapons training, 
and theory and practice exist in Taijiquan as a kind of yin-yang dichotomy which 
brings the practitioner to a complete understanding and mastery of the art. 

A patchwork future?
It is rare, particularly in North America, to find instructors fully versed in the 
entire curriculum of a style. When teachers of this calibre are present they often 
are unwilling to teach their whole system due to time constraints, fear of student 
usurption or just plain disinterest. This leads enthusiasts to seek out patchwork 
solutions as they study with different teachers in order to gain a complete 
curriculum set. 

While there is certainly nothing wrong in studying with many teachers to gain 
varied perspectives and new movement vocabulary, the net result is the 
development of a Tai Chi community comprised mainly of ‘forms collectors’. 
Building one’s repertoire in this fashion may provide a partial, short term solution 
but leads in the long run to an endemic problem, with successive generations of 



teachers passing down increasingly hodge-podge curricula. Also such ‘systems’ 
typically possess a high degree of internal inconsistency since source teachers may 
have differed greatly in interpretations of such basics as stance structure, use of 
hip and waist and general posture. The resulting collection of elements in an 
individual’s body of knowledge may then be, to put it generously, quite eclectic.

So how big a problem is this?
Perhaps its no problem at all. Many Tai Chi players are quite content with a buffet 
style approach to their training. Some even become excellent practitioners of the 
elements they have learned. Further, its good to see the broadening of perspectives 
here in North America which is traditionally less characteristic in China. On the 
other hand, although participation in the art has increased dramatically, there does 
not seem to be a proportionate increase in the numbers of serious, full curriculum 
practitioners or instructors. From the standpoint of  developing or even preserving 
the intentions of traditional Taijiquan, this may well be defined as a crisis.

Only time, commitment and the willingness of teachers to pass down, and students 
to learn whole martial systems, can preserve both the technical knowledge and 
holistic insight gained by undiluted study. The thorough learning of an entire 
curriculum generally takes somewhere between four to six years depending on 
student aptitude, time commitment and training circumstances. Think again of 
studying in a university. A masters degree takes approximately the same amount 
of time, again depending on circumstances.

Tai Chi follow is a general overview of the Yang Style Taijiquan traditional 
curriculum.

1) Qigong and preparation for Yang Style Taijiquan
Standing Post and Stationary Posture Qigong 
Taiji Breath Placement
Taiji Gong Li (strength, flexibility and conditioning training)

2) Yang Style Taijiquan solo bare hand routine
108 Yang Style Taijiquan solo form
37 Posture studies

3) Yang Style Taijiquan Push Hands 
Eight preparatory Push Hands exercises (1-8) (+ mix of drills)   
Four Hands (Si Zheng Tui Shou)
-Fixed Step 
-Eight directional changes 
-Fixed Step freestyle
-Moving Step (Follow, Cover Steps)
-Moving Step (Circular Steps)
-Moving Step Leg Changes



-Moving Step freestyle 

Large Rolling (Da Lu)
Da Lu
Da Lu variations and freestyle

4) Free sparring (San Shou)
Yang Style Taijiquan Applications form (88) and mix
Solo form applications
Fighting Range theory and training
Push Hands Sparring
Free Sparring

5) Yang Style Taijidao (Sabre)
Sabre solo form
Sabre sparring drills
Sabre two person routine
Sabre Free Sparring

6) Yang Style Taijijian (Straightsword)
Straightsword solo form
Straightsword two person drills
Straightsword free sparring

7) Yang Style Taijiqiang (Spear)
Spear solo training
Binding spear training
Spear Free Sparring
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